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any good, see, because the crazy oil companies they jest—jest like they
polluted this stream over here, that was a good stream, I know everybody
went to the creek to get water, you know, we took the washin' and went
there and that's the way everybody washed.
WASHING MACHINES:
I wanna tell you semethin1.

Do you think that the modern washing machine

-automatic washing machine is a timesaver like they say on the TV? That's
the biggest fabrication that ever hit the screen. I wanna show.you sometin1 and you, you can prove this out your own self.

You know the family

that got three kids and lives out, I don't mean lives in tonwrt or an
apartment, you know.

The kids get out and get dirty, they reill mop

up the dirt. And if the husband- works in the oilfield or does any, you
know, does common labor, he gets dirty. And the mother she gets dirty
because sh'e gonna have to handle these kids, you know and clean 'em
and everything.

All right. Their clothes really get dirty—they don't

jest get dirty from perspiration see.

All right, every load of clothes

that you put in an automatic wafeher machine it takes four tubs 'of water,
all right, and it takes a cup of soap of detergent for every load that go
in there. And it takes, thirty minutes to do that. And two thirds of the
time if the clothes really dirtykthey not clean when they come out. Mine
got I used to do mine on the laundramatg, you know, and they looked like
mly sheets looked terrible, I was shamed-to\hagg 'em ott.

I'd dry.

'em in the doggone dryer" before I'd put 'emaut on ^ the line and these1
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little girls their clothes their panties looked like'mud.

All right, I

Can take that old maytag out there and I take, a washing maching full of
water, and from a cup and a half to two pcups of soap and I ,wash my whole
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washing. And it comes out clean. An<3 three tubs of rinse water, and ,one

